
Includes carry bag

Lamzac XXXL

Big, bigger, biggest. If Fatboy has a name to maintain when it comes to oversized and comfortable leisure 

items, then the Lamzac XXXL truly hits the spot. This friendly giant is based on the original Lamzac lounge 

bed, the easy inflatable sofa to be taken anywhere and that stands within seconds. The attraction of the 

original Lamzac was so big that it inspired Fatboy to come up with a Lamzac that is perfect to share. As 

the name indicates, Lamzac XXXL is the biggest member of the Lamzac family. Within ten seconds you are 

the king of the beach, reigning over a luxurious lounge bed that provides enough space for two persons 

to enjoy the finer things in life. The Lamzac XXXL comes with four strong pins to anchor it to the ground, 

so you don’t have to worry it flies away when you go for a swim or an ice cream. Fatboy put the upmost 

attention in improving the airtightness and long lasting coating of the lounge bed, resulting in a strong 

and lightweight product to be taken everywhere.

Big, bigger, biggest

86 in x 51 in x 24.5 in

Good to know!

We launched the patented Lamzac®  

the Original in 2016, and it became  

an overnight sensation across the 

globe. Since the launch, we’ve been 

hard at work finding ways to improve 

the already amazing product. 



Material
Nylon ripstop TPU

Filling
Air

Coating
Airtight Coating

Weight
3.8 lbs / 1,7 kg

Dimensions (lxl)
86 in x 51 in x 24.5 in

Dimensions Packaging (lxlxh)
17.3 in x 10 in x 3.5 in

Weight Packaging
4.3 lbs / 2 kg

Supported Weight
661 lbs / 300 kg

User Recommendations
Store the Lamzac® indoors after use

Washing Instructions
Gently pat the soiled area with a moist cloth

Features
Luxurious lounge chair
Easy inflation in 10 seconds
Super strong (hold up to 661 lbs)
Comfortable lounging for 2 people
Includes carry bag, ground pin set (4 pcs) and a repair kit
Dirt & moisture repellent
Waterproof coating
Indoor & Outdoor

Technical Specifications

Colors

For more information, email your request to info@nulinedistribution.com

petrol red taupe

aqua black olive


